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editors introduction
president gordon B hinckley tells of a man who changed his prayers from bless the
poor and the sick and the needy to father show me how to help the poor and the sick
and the needy and give me resolution to do so in may 2001 president hinckley
announced the perpetual education fund a bold new program to help less lessadvantaged
advantaged
members get on their feet financially in this issue of the religious educator elder john K
carmack managing director of the PEF offers a behind
the scenes look at the program
behindthescenes
thescenes
and the inspiration that gave it birth

what a wonderful journey said stanley A peterson of his experiences as an administrator in the church educational system but the term journey is more than figurative
four year leadership brother peterson traveled more than four million
twenty fouryear
during his twentyfouryear
miles and visited instructors in 150 countries in this time period seminary and institute
enrollments more than doubled and the curriculum was significantly streamlined
since 1938 general authorities have offered nearly 130 talks relative to education in
those who see A centurys charge to religious educators authors scott and brent
esplin have distilled the essence of this counsel offering their own insights as well A list of
these inspired addresses from beloved church leaders is included at the end of their article
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bisci
heroes and brigham young was one of the finest demonstrating his disci
preship through both word and action in brigham young A disciple indeed W jeffrey
pleship
marsh associate professor of ancient scripture at BYU highlights brother brighams discipleship including striking similarities to the work of president gordon B hinckley testifying of
their undeviating faith
fellowship
bip of the ring and the new
since the theatrical release of the lord of the rings the Fellows
release of the two towers an ever
increasing number of people have become acquainted
everincreasing
with the works of J R R tolkien we think our readers will appreciate knowing more
about this important christian author and scholar paul nolan hydes essay the moral
mythmaker the creative theology of J R R tolkien brings important background to
movle phenomenon
the current movie

ofjrr
ofarr

we hope you enjoy the rich variety in this issue
richard neitzel holzapfel editorinchief
editor in chief
ted D stoddard associate editor
R devan jensen executive editor

note in the religious educator volume 3 no 2 pages 170 71 the name elder pratt
sorry for the confusion it is part of
was used by mistake it should read elder hyde
our learning curve
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